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Abstract 
Theorem. There is a non-empty III: class of reals, each of which computes a real of minimal 
(Turing) degree. 
Corollary. WKL t “there is a minimal Turing degree”. 
This answers a question of H. Friedman and S. Simpson. 
1. Introduction 
We show there is a non-empty IIF class of reals, each member of which (Turing) 
computes a real of minimal Turing degree. Equivalently, there is an infinite recursive 
binary tree T, such that every infinite branch through T computes a real of minimal 
degree. 
Jockusch and Simpson [l] considered this question in the form, “Does every degree 
of a complete extension of Peano Arithmetic bound a minimal degree?” They gave 
a partial answer, showing that (in a precise sense) almost all degrees of complete 
extensions of Peano Arithmetic bound minimal degrees. Our result shows that in fact 
all of them do. 
A major part of the interest of these issues lies in their relation to the following 
question, posed by Harvey Friedman and Simpson: “Does the subtheory of second-order 
arithmetic RX.L prove the existence of a minimal Turing degree?” As a corollary to 
our result, we give a positive answer to this question. 
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It can be shown (see [ 11) that to answer Friedman and Simpson’s question positively, 
it suffices to show that every w-model of t74Y.L contains a real of minimal degree. The 
reals of an co-model of WU are just a collection X of reals downward closed under 
Turing reducibility, closed under recursive join, and with the property that if T is an 
infinite binary tree in X then there is a infinite branch through T in X. In particular, 
every o-model of WKL contains an infinite branch through every recursive infinite 
binary tree; since there is such a tree all of whose branches compute reals of minimal 
degree, it follows that every o-model of WKL contains a real of minimal degree. 
This leaves open the following question: “Does WKLo prove the existence of a min- 
imal Turing degree?” 
The distinction between WKL and WKLo is in the level of induction available. WKL 
contains an induction axiom for every arithmetic formula, whereas WK& includes 
induction only for Cy formulas. Our proof appears to use induction at the level of Ci 
formulas, and therefore cannot be carried out in WKLo. 
2. Discussion of the proof 
A flp class of reals can be represented as the collection of (infinite) branches through 
a recursive tree, T, or alternatively as the collection of branches through a co-r.e. tree 
with no terminal nodes, M. We will find it convenient to use this second character- 
ization, giving a recursive construction to produce M by, at each stage, enumerating 
some collection of nodes out of M. 
The most naive approach to building A4 so that every branch computes a real of 
minimal degree would be to attempt to build M so that every branch through M is 
itself of minimal degree. However, this cannot work, the leftmost path through M will 
be of r.e. degree, hence cannot possibly be of minimal degree. 
The next approach would be to attempt to build M so that the branches through M 
compute reals of minimal degree uniformly; i.e., so that there is a recursive functional 
r (which one would also build) such that for any branch b through M, T(b) has 
minimal degree. This approach cannot succeed either (see [l]); if r is total on all 
branches through M, the image of r on the branches of M can also be represented as 
the set of branches through a co-r.e. tree, thus must contain a real of r.e. (hence not 
minimal) degree. 
Our approach is, considering these facts, the most naive that has a chance of working: 
We build M, attempting to satisfy minimal degree requirements (for every y1 the nth 
real recursive in b is not of intermediate degree between b and 0) for all branches b 
through M, and monitoring our success along each path as we go. We will be able to 
satisfy each requirement on all branches outside of a countable set X. For b E X, as 
we see that we are not satisfying the nth requirement for b, we will produce a Turing 
functional r such that T(b) is of minimal degree. In this way we will produce M such 
that all branches through A4 either are of minimal degree or compute reals of minimal 
degree. 
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We will not explicitly build the reduction procedures r; instead, taking advantage 
of Yates’s [4] theorem that every non-recursive r.e. set computes a real of minimal 
degree, for each relevant b we will build a non-recursive r.e. set W and a reduction 
procedure C such that Z(b) = W. To build W we will use the usual construction of a 
simple set (requiring that W is co-infinite and meets every infinite r.e. set W,), subject 
(roughly speaking) to b permitting. Since there is a great deal of leeway in meeting the 
requirements on W, it will be possible to make C(b) = W, even with the restrictions 
on b imposed by the minimality requirements. 
Before discussing how to satisfy the minimality requirements, we consider methods 
of producing reals of minimal degree. 
Spector [3] gave the first proof that there is a real of minimal Turing degree. 
In modern terminology, he produced his real by forcing with recursive perfect trees. 
Given a perfect tree P, he could ensure that the nth minimality requirement was sat- 
isfied in one of the two ways. In the first case, there is a node CJ E P such that 
all the nodes extending CT in P have compatible values for the nth reduction pro- 
cedure $,,. In this case, $,,(b) is recursive for any branch b through the recursive 
perfect tree P, (the collection of nodes of P compatible with a): the value of &(h) 
at argument i can be found using any computation $n(y) for any y E PO, since all 
nodes of P, give the same values for $,,. In the second case, any node of P has 
extensions in P that give incompatible values for & (form a I/~ splitting pair.) In 
this case, Spector could build a perfect subtree P’ of P such that $R is injective 
on the paths through P’, and for any path b through PI, b <r&,(b); P’ is a It/n 
splitting tree. 
Sacks [2] gave a qualitatively different construction of a real b of minimal degree 
below 0’. Working recursively in 0’, Sacks could not use Spector’s division into cases, 
since those cases are Ci and ZI!. Instead of recursive trees, Sacks used recursively 
enumerable trees. If, in his construction, Sacks reached a point after which there were 
no more $,, splitting pairs, he could argue as above that tin(b) was recursive. If not, 
Sacks enumerated a portion of a & splitting tree, and guaranteed that for a branch b 
through that tree, b <T tin(b). 
This inspires our first approach to the minimality requirements. We begin by 
approximating the Sacks construction along every path through our final tree. We will 
attempt to satisfy the nth minimality requirement by enumerating a $n splitting tree T,,, 
and guaranteeing that all branches through M either are branches through T, or extend 
a terminal node of T,,. For branches b through T, we, like Spector and Sacks, will have 
b d $,,(b). For b extending a terminal node o of T,, we would hope to have &/n(b) 
recursive, but this does not quite work out. The reason 0 is a terminal node of T, is 
that we never found a $,, splitting pair above r~ that we could use to extend T, as a 
$n splitting tree. However, this does not mean there are no & splitting pairs above O, 
just that we could never use any (because by the time we found them, at least one 
half of the pair had already been enumerated out of A4 for the sake of some other 
requirement); so we cannot use Spector’s argument to show that &n(b) is recursive. 
Instead, we will use the fact that we find no usable $,, splitting pairs to try to force 
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&/n(b) to be recursive. We will succeed in this except, as noted above, on a countable 
set of branches 6, each of which we will make compute a non-recursive r.e. set. 
In the following section, we present our proof in three parts. The first, “the level 
n construction”, describes the strategy for meeting the nth minimality requirement, 
leaving out the method for dealing with branches b extending terminal nodes of our 
tj& splitting tree. The second, “the It/n subconstruction”, describes that method; this is 
the longest part of the presentation, and the one where any innovation is found. The 
very short third section, “proof of the main theorem”, puts together the construction 
as a whole. 
Before stating and proving the theorem, we make one additional comment on the 
proof: The use of splitting trees in this construction is sufficiently complex and modified 
that any application of Posner’s Lemma becomes unduly complicated. It is much more 
straightforward to guarantee that i!4 has no recursive branches by diagonalizing against 
all possible recursive reals, and this is what we do. 
3. Proving the main theorem 
Theorem 3.1. There is a non-empty IIF class of reals, each of which Turing computes 
a real of minimal Turing degree. 
We will represent this class of reals as the collection of branches through a co-r.e. 
tree M. We will describe a recursive construction that will determine M by specifying, 
at each stage s, which nodes of the full binary tree 2<” are to be enumerated out 
of M at that stage. If M[s] is the collection of nodes that are not enumerated out of 
M before stage s, we will insure that each M[s] is an infinite perfect tree. Therefore, 
M = n{M[s] 1 s = 0, 1,2,. . .} will b e an infinite tree with no terminal nodes, and its 
set of branches will be non-empty. 
Definition 3.2. (1) For two binary sequences 0 and Z, we say o I r if G and r are 
incompatible (0 $ r and r $ 0). 
(2) Let A4 be a co-r.e. tree as described above. For two nodes o C r in M, we say 
cr N r if there is no node 6 E M that branches off between o and r (G & 6 and 61r.) 
That is, every branch through M that extends o also extends r. 
(3) We say cr N r at stage s if there is no node 6 E M[s] that branches off between 
o and r. Clearly, if a C z E M and a N r at some stage s, then a - r. 
Notational conventions. At some step in the recursive construction producing the 
co-r.e. tree M, we may say “enumerate r out of M”. In this case, we also enumerate 
out of M any a E M such that either r C a or a c z and a - z. This will preserve the 
property that M[s] has no terminal nodes. 
At step s we will enumerate finitely many nodes (and their extensions) out of 
M, while always guaranteeing that at least one node is not enumerated out of M. 
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This, together with the above convention, will guarantee that each M[s] is an infinite 
perfect tree. 
Definition 3.3. If $ is a (Turing) reduction procedure and b is a real (an infinite binary 
sequence), $(6) is the (perhaps partially defined) real computed by procedure $ with 
oracle b; for a binary sequence o, $(cr) is defined similarly, regarding CJ as a partially 
defined oracle. Two binary sequences cr and r are a $-splitting pair if rl/(cr) l@(r), 
(i.e., for some j, $(o)(j)l #ll/(r)(j)L). 
Definition 3.4. (a) A tree is a downward-closed subset of 2<” ordered by inclusion. 
(b) A splitting tree is a tree Rf that is the downward closure of the range of a partial 
recursive function f with the following properties: 
(1) f is strictly order-preserving ( f(a) d f(z) H CT d z). 
(2) &m(f) is a downward-closed subset of the full binary tree, and for all 
(7 E dom( f ), O-0 Edom( f) -+ a^1 E dom( f). 
(c) Rf is a splitting tree on M if it has the further property that any branch through 
M either is a branch through Rf or leaves Rf through a terminal node. 
(d) RJ is a $ splitting tree, for the reduction procedure $, iff whenever a? E dom( f ), 
f (cr”0) and f (al ) are a $ splitting pair. 
If T is a tree, [T] is the class of infinite branches through 7’. 
Proposition 3.5. If RJ is a I+!I splitting tree, then for any branch b E [Rf] such that 
$(b) is total, bbr Ii/(b). 
Proof. To compute b from $(b) proceed as follows: Given that f(c) C b, compute 
f (07) = Ei for i = 0,l. (Since b is an infinite branch of R.f = range(f) extending 
f(o), the domain of f must also include o-i.) Since the Ssi are a $ splitting pair, 
there is some j for which $(Q)(j) # $(Ei )(j); fi n such a j, and compute the values d 
I,!#$)( j) = x,. There is exactly one i for which xi = $(b)(j); for that i, 5t; = f (a?) c b. 
q 
During the construction, we will produce splitting trees Rf on M, by enumerating 
some finite part of the function f at each step of the construction. In order to guarantee 
that RJ is a splitting tree, we will insure that the conditions (1) and (2) in the definition 
of splitting tree hold at each step. In order to guarantee that RJ is a splitting tree on 
M, we will proceed as follows: 
Whenever f (6) = i? is first defined, 0 E M. 
If B is a maximal element of dom( f ), and we then define f (o^i) = %i for i = 0, 1, we 
also enumerate out of M any node 6 that splits off between 5 and the 7ti. (By “6 splits 
off between 5 and the Zi” we mean that 5 C 6, 61710, and 61Ei .) This condition 
guarantees that any branch of M[s] leaves Rf[s] (the part of Rf enumerated before 
stage s) through a terminal node. 
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3.1. The level n construction 
This defines the level n construction inside the splitting tree Rf above the node 
?. This construction operates as a subconstruction of an overall recursive construc- 
tion that produces the sequence of trees M[s]. The splitting tree Rf will be a split- 
ting tree on M. In general, some other part of the overall construction produces the 
function f. 
The definition of this construction is given, as usual, step by step. Step s of this 
construction may take place as a substep of any step t > s + n of the overall 
construction. 
Other parts of the overall construction may enumerate the node Z out of M, which 
has the effect of cancelling this construction. If this construction is never cancelled and 
the conditions for success (defined below) are observed, we will show the construction 
has the desired outcome (as described below.) 
Notational conventions. This construction is concerned with the splitting tree Rf. Since 
it may be necessary to make commitments about f(o) before f(o) is actually de- 
fined, the construction actually works with nodes of 2’w, the (potential) domain of f. 
The following conventions facilitate this: 
We write f(y) I if f(y) has been defined, and f(y) 1 otherwise. We may denote 
f(y) by 7. Similarly, if A 2 2<O, we may use 2 to denote (7 / y E A & f(y) 1). 
Because we make heavy use of this notation, we give a couple of examples of - 
its usage. For example, if Rf is a $ splitting tree, then whenever a? E dom( f), 0% - 
and 61 are a $ splitting pair. If b is a branch through dom( f ), the downward clo- 
sure of {ci /(T c b} is a branch through Rf, which might be denoted f(b), and which 
we will usually denote 5. If, during our construction, we define f(a), we may later 
“enumerate 3 out of M”, guaranteeing that if c c b then 5 $ [Ml. (We may do this, 
for example, to guarantee the recursive real 0 is not a branch through M, if we see 
CrcO.) 
If 11/ is a reduction procedure and 6 a (finite or infinite) sequence, $(6)[s] denotes 
the longest initial segment of the real $(S) that can be computed in s steps. At a given 
stage, if a is not defined (i.e. f(o) t), we use t,@)[s] to denote r+Q)[.s] where y c cr is 
maximal such that f(y) J, at that stage. That is, @)[s] is the longest initial segment 
of $( f(g)) that can be computed in s steps, using as much of f as is defined at that 
stage. 
Definition 3.6. At a given stage, some finite amount of f has been determined. 
We say that 0 is alive in the domain of f at that stage if, for the maximal y C cs 
such that f(y) has been defined, f(y) E M. Intuitively, 0 is alive in the domain of f 
if the outcome f (0) E A4 has not been ruled out. 
3.1.1. Conditions on the success of the level n construction inside Rf above 7 
1. When step 0 of this construction is carried out, f(z) = 0 has already been defined 
and 7 has not been enumerated out of M. 
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2. There are unboundedly many steps of the overall construction at which the next 
step of this construction is carried out (i.e., for every s, step s of this construction is 
carried out at some stage). 
3. Once CJ is mentioned by the construction, 0 is not enumerated out of M at any 
further stage, except by this construction (or one of its subconstructions.) 
(The definition of the construction will guarantee that whenever a node CJ E 2’“’ 
is mentioned by this construction, c is alive in the domain of f at that stage. We will 
define later the notion “G is mentioned by the construction”.) 
If these conditions are satisfied, we will say the level n construction is successful. 
Claim 3.7. The level n construction itse[f does not enumerate Z out of M. 
This will be clear from the definition of the level n construction. 
3.1.2. Outcome of the level n construction 
Provided the conditions for success listed above are satisfied, for every branch 
2; E [&-I n [M] such that Z c b: 
1. If the nth (partial) recursive real 0, is total, 6 # 0, (i.e., 6 is different from the 
nth recursive real). 
2. For the nth reduction procedure I,!+,, one of 
(a) &(b) =T 6 
(b) rG;z(b) is partial or recursive, 
(c) b computes a non-recursive r.e. set according to a procedure determined by 
this construction. 
(That is either the nth reduction procedure is not a witness to “5 is not of minimal 
degree”, or 8 computes a non-recursive r.e. set, and hence computes a real of minimal 
degree [4].) 
3. If case 2c above does not hold, then there are a node Ti and a splitting tree on M, 
R,, such that 0 c b, the level n + 1 construction inside the splitting tree R, above the 
node 0 is a subconstruction of this construction for which the conditions for success 
are satisfied, and b E [R,] n [Al]. (That is, unless $ computes a non-recursive r.e. set, 
and hence computes a real of minimal degree, b is also subject to a successful level 
12 + 1 construction.) 
Notational conventions. Step s of this construction takes place as a substep of the 
overall construction, at some stage. In defining any part of the construction, we use M 
to denote the tree of nodes not yet enumerated out of M at that stage, and f to denote 
the part of f defined at that stage. We will also use $(p) to denote $(p)[s], I,@) as 
computed at step s. 
In general, we will use [s] to mean “as defined at step s”. For example, at step s 
we will define p(i) for various i; once defined, p(i) may be redefined at a later step. 
In the definition of step s, we refer merely to p(i); in the analysis of the completed 
construction, we will use p(i)[s] to specify “p(i) as defined at step s”. 
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(In the intuitive comments, b is used to denote a branch through [$-I n [A41 
extending 7.) 
3.1.3. Dejinition of step s of the level n construction inside Rf above z 
Step 0: Find the least node g > r for which both a^0 and a’? are alive in the domain 
of f. Set yi = a?. (By the definition of splitting tree on M, there is such a node.) The 
nodes yi have now been mentioned by the construction. 
(The rest of this construction will be carried out twice, once above each yi. 
This allows us to diagonalize against the nth recursive real by enumerating one of 
the yi out of M.) 
Step s + 1: Proceed by substages. 
Substage 1: If at this stage, ri(= f (yj)) is defined and yi & O,, then enumerate :,i 
out of M. 
(This substage guarantees 6 # O,.) 
Note: At most one yi will be enumerated out of M by this step, so given that no other 
step enumerates either yi out of M, the level n construction does not enumerate z out 
of M. 
Substage 2: For i = 0 and i = 1: 
If at this stage yi is defined and in M, take the next step in enumerating R,, a 
&-splitting subtree of Rf, as follows: 
If dom(gi) = 8 SO far, then define gi(( )) = yi. 
If not, consider every a maximal in dom(gi) that is still alive in dom(gi). For such a, 
we will have from the previous stage of the construction gi(a) = f(x) = F E Rf nM, 
and some steps of a &-subconstruction inside Rf above i? have been carried out. (The 
tj$-subconstruction will be defined later.) 
Look for a &, splitting pair Za,i?i inside Rf 17 M extending i?, that can be identified 
at stage s (i.e., $n(Z~)[s] _L ~+@i)[s].) If such a pair is found, then: 
1. Cancel the $,, construction inside Rf above 7t. 
2. For j = 0, 1, define gi(a^j) = i?j. 
3. Enumerate out of M every node 6 such that 71 C 6, 6 I Za, 6 I 7Ti, (i.e., every 
node 6 that splits off between 7t and the 7Cj. The nodes rtj have now been mentioned 
by the construction). 
(This substage attempts to guarantee ijn(6) -_T b. This will in fact hold for b E [R,]. 
In other cases, we will have that 8 extends a terminal node i? of R,,, and at no stage 
of the construction is a $n splitting pair ever found in Rf n M above 7t. This puts us 
in position to attempt to make &(b) partial or recursive.) 
Note: This step will never enumerate yi out of M. 
Substage 3: For i = 0 and i = 1, if gi( ( ) ) = l/i had already been defined at a 
previous stage and yi E M, then carry out the next step (which may be step 0) of the 
level n + 1 construction inside R, above yi. 
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This may have the effect of enumerating out of M some Z = gi(o) for G maximal 
in dom(gi). In that case, cancel the & subconstruction inside Rt- above 7e. 
(This substage guarantees that if the construction yields that 5 falls into the case 
&,/n(b) =_T b, i.e., & E [Ry,], then b is also subject to a successful level nfl construction.) 
Note: This step will never enumerate yi out of M. (Formally, we would argue by 
induction on s that, for all n, f and ?, step s of the level n construction inside Rf 
above Z does not enumerate Z out of M. At step s + 1 of the level IZ construction inside 
Rf above 7, we carry out step t for some t < s of the level n + 1 construction inside 
R, above l/j, so we can apply the inductive hypothesis.) 
Substage 4: If CJ is maximal in dom(gi), gi(a) = E had already been defined at the 
previous stage, and CJ is still alive in dom(gi), then perform the next step (which may 
be step 0) of the $,,-subconstruction inside Rf above 71. Any node mentioned by this 
subconstruction is mentioned by the level n construction. 
The $,,-subconstruction inside Rf above 71 will be defined in the next section. It 
is intended to guarantee that for 8 extending a terminal node of R,, either Gn(b) is 
partial or recursive and 5 is subject to a successful level IZ + 1 construction, or b 
computes a non-recursive r.e. set. Notice that such a subconstruction will be carried 
out and never cancelled only in case no $,, splitting pair above i? in Rf n M is ever 
found. 
Note: We will see that the &, subconstruction inside Rf above E never enumerates 71 
out of M, hence never enumerates yi out of M. 
Proposition 3.8. (1) The $n subconstruction inside Rf above Z never enumerates z 
out OfM. 
(2) Suppose the following conditions for success for the $,, subconstruction inside 
Rf above ‘it are met: 
(a) z is never enumerated out of M. 
(b) No image (under f) of any node mentioned by the &, subconstruction is ever 
enumerated out of M, except by the IG;1 subconstruction (or one of its subconstructions. ) 
(c) Every step s of the $,, subconstruction is eventually carried out. 
Then for every branch b E [Rf] n [M] extending 7t, either b computes a non- 
recursive r.e. set, or &n(b) is partial or recursive and there is a node 5 cb such 
that the level n _t 1 construction inside Rf above 0 is a subconstruction of the &, 
subconstruction for which the conditions for success are satisjed. 
The proof of the above proposition will be given in the next section. Here we use 
it to prove the following. 
Proposition 3.9. Suppose the conditions of success for the level n construction inside 
Rf above 7 are satisfied. Then the outcome of the level n construction described above 
is also satisjied. 
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Proof. Let b E [$-I n [Ml, ZC b. By the choice of yi, either KC b or 7, cb. 
If yi c &[s], at the next stage at which a step of the level n construction is carried 
out, yi is enumerated out of M. Therefore, since b E [Ml, b # 0,. 
R,, for yi c b, is a & splitting tree on A4 with root yi, so either 8 E [R,] or 5 leaves 
R, through a terminal node 77. 
If b E [Ry,], by Proposition 3.5, $n(6) is partial, or Gn(b) -_T 5. Also, by the definition 
of Substage 3 of the construction (and the fact that the conditions for success for the 
construction are satisfied), the conditions of success for the level n + 1 construction 
inside R, above x are also satisfied. 
On the other hand, if b leaves R, through a terminal node Z, by the definition of 
Substage 4 and Proposition 3.8, either 5 computes a non-recursive r.e. set, or &/n(b) is 
partial or recursive and there is Tic b such that the conditions for success for the level 
II + 1 construction inside Rf above 0 are satisfied. 
In the next section we define the &, subconstruction and prove Proposition 3.8. 
3.2. The $I~ subconstruction 
Here we define the $,, subconstruction inside Rf above 7% This is a subconstruction 
of a level n construction, and step s of this subconstruction can be carried out at any 
step t > s of the level IZ construction. By the conditions of the governing level 12 
construction, step 0 of the subconstruction will only be carried out at a stage at which 
f(n) = 77 has already been defined and 71 E M; the subconstruction will be cancelled 
if 71 is ever enumerated out of M. Also, if at any step of the level n construction there 
are extensions of Z in RfnM forming a 1G;z splitting pair that can be found at that 
stage, then the subconstruction will be cancelled. 
We will use this last fact as follows: If 6 and y are extensions of i? that are in Rf nM 
at step s of the subconstruction, and the subconstruction has not been cancelled, then 
tin(6)[s] and &(y)[s] are compatible. 
We will give three definitions of the &, subconstruction, only the last of which will 
be complete. This will allow us to deal separately with the three different purposes 
of the construction. The first definition will include enough detail to guarantee the 
following. 
The tj,, subconstruction itself does not enumerate E out of M. For all branches 
b E [Rf] n [M] extending En, except possibly a distinguished branch b*,&(b) is either 
partial or recursive. 
Our strategy to guarantee this second property is as follows: We can assume that 
there will be no $n splitting pairs ever found in Rf f1A4 above 71. If A4 were recursive, 
or even r.e., whenever I/~(&) was total we could compute &(b) as follows: To compute 
$,,(b)(i), find an s and a p E Rf[s] nM[s] such that &(p)(i)J. Since there are no &, 
splitting pairs, &(b)(i) = &(p)(i). 
In our case this computation will not work: A4 is co-r.e., so that p E M[s] might 
later be enumerated out of M; if this happens before &(b)(i) is defined, we could 
have a disagreement without having found a & splitting pair. Our strategy, roughly 
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speaking, is to resurrect this computation by making a commitment never to enumerate 
p out of M. 
More precisely, we will do the following: We will choose p(l) E RfnM (at a given 
stage) and set d(l) to be the longest initial segment of $&(l)) that can be calculated 
at that stage. We will then make a commitment to keep p( 1) in M, “protecting” A( 1) 
by guaranteeing that any other p E Rj n A4 will have &(p) agreeing with A( 1). If 
we later find another node p such that tin,(p) > A(l), we can redefine p( 1) = p to be 
the new protector of A(l), leaving us free to enumerate the former p( 1) out of M. 
Meanwhile, we will choose i?(2) > p( 1) and A(2) = i,@?(2)), etc. 
If we actually were to succeed in doing precisely this, the sequence of A(i) would 
determine a recursive real d with which all &(b) must agree. However, this may 
not be possible. For instance, if we never are able to redefine any p(i) because we 
never see any other protectors for the A(i), the sequence of p(i) will also determine a 
recursive real, which will be a branch through M. Since we want every branch through 
A4 to compute a minimal degree, we cannot have this. Therefore, we must allow for the 
possibility of injuring A(i) by enumerating p(i) out of M even though there is no other 
protector for d(i). We will only injure each A(i) finitely many times; nevertheless, this 
still means the real determined by the sequence of A(i) is not necessarily recursive. 
Instead, we have more or less the following result. 
If, at the end of the construction, $n(b) is partial for all relevant branches b, we 
have succeeded more or less by accident. 
In the case where, at the end of the construction, there are at least two different 
branches b for which $n(E) is total, there will be a p(i) that can infinitely often be 
redefined. (When p(i) is an initial segment of one branch, there is an initial segment 
of another that can be an alternate protector for A(i).) In this case, we will continu- 
ally redefine p(i) and extend A(i), so that (since A(i) is injured only finitely often) 
this single A(i) determines a recursive real with which all &(b) must agree. It is 
for the sake of this outcome that, in the construction as defined below, we choose 
to redefine p(i) whenever possible, and to make A(i) as long as possible whenever 
we do so. 
Otherwise, the unique branch on which $n is total will be the branch b* determined 
by the limit of the j?(i). Now we know that $n is partial on all other branches, but 
we do not know anything about $I,,(&*). In this case, we will have another argument 
to guarantee that b* computes a non-recursive r.e. set, and hence computes a real of 
minimal degree. Here, of course, is where the non-uniformity comes in. It is for the 
sake of this argument that we may injure the A(i). 
The g sequence in this definition plays a role in the next part of the argument. 
For now, it has some effect on our choices when we redefine p(i), but it can be more 
or less ignored. 
3.2.1. First d&nition 
Step 0: Define a(O) = n, p(0) = TC. 
Choose p( 1) > a(0). Set rr( 1) = p( 1). 
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Define d(i) = 1,&5)(i)) for i = 0, 1. 
The nodes o(j) and p(i) have been mentioned by the subconstruction. 
Step s + 1: At the beginning of this step we have defined: 
A sequence of nodes p(0) c p( 1) c . . c p(m). Each of these nodes is living in 
dam(f), and for i -c m, f(p(i)) = p(i) is defined. f(p(m)) may or may not be 
defined. 
A collection of binary sequences d(0) C: d( 1) 2 . . . d(m), such that $&(i)) > d(i). 
A sequence of nodes o(O) c C$ 1) c . . c o(p) such that: 
1. For every i < m there is an j < p such that p(i) = o(j). (The p sequence is a 
subsequence of the Q sequence.) 
2. p(m) = O(P). 
3. Each g(j) is living in dam(f). For j < p, f(c( j)) = F(j) is defined. f(a(p)) 
may not be defined. (This actually follows from the corresponding property of the p 
sequence.) 
We define the following: p(i) can be moved away from cr(j) if a(j) C p(i) and 
there is some p i a(j) living in dam(f) such that &(p) > d(i), i.e., p is an alternate 
protector for d(i). (Note, since this construction continues only if there are no 1c/n 
splitting pairs to be found, at stage s+ 1 we must have I,@?) compatible with $@(i)), 
hence with d(i), for all p living in dum(f). Thus, the condition It;l(p) > d(i) just says 
that I+@?) is as long as d(i) at this stage.) 
At step s + 1 we take action as follows: 
If some p(i) can be moved away from some g(j), then: Find the least j’ such that 
some p(i’) can be moved away from a(j’), and choose the least such i’. (Note, i’ will 
be least such that c( j’) C p(i’). The same result would be obtained if we first minimized 
i’ and then j’.) Choose either ( 1) i < i’, j < j' with p(i - 1) = a( j - 1) c o(j) C p(i) 
or (2) i = i’ and j = j’. (The criterion for deciding which case to choose will be 
described later. For example, as discussed above, it may be necessary to injure d(i). 
We will see later exactly when we will choose to do so.) Choose p depending on the 
case: 
1. Choose p > o( j - 1) such that p _L g(j). Since j < j', I/&@) @ d(i). This has the 
effect of injuring d(i). 
2. Choose p I o(j) living in dam(f) such that &(_i) is as long as possible. For 
this p, we must have $Q) > d(i). Also, we must have o(j - l)c p, otherwise we 
would contradict the minimality of j’. 
In either case, redefine p(i) = p, d(i) = $n(JT). Either redefine o(j) = p(i) and 
a(k) t for k > j, or choose r~ strictly between o(j - 1) and p such that f(a) I, and 
define o(j) = cr, a( j + 1) = p, and a(k) t for k > j + 1. (The criterion for deciding 
which to do will be described later.) 
Enumerate out of M either the former i?(j) or the former a( j + 1). (Again, the crite- 
rion for deciding which will be described later.) Since the former c(j) is incompatible 
with the current a(j), this does not enumerate out of A4 any member of the current ?? 
or 7 sequences. 
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If no p(i) can be moved away from any a(j), then do one of the following: 
3. Choose i and j such that p(i - 1) = a(j - 1) c o(j) C: p(i) and act as in Case 
(1) above. 
4. If f@(m)) is defined, then choose ~(m + 1) = a(~ + 1) extending p(m) and 
living in &m(f). Define d(m + 1) = &(p(m + 1)). If f(~(m))T then do nothing. 
In all cases, optionally (according to a criterion to be described later), do the fol- 
lowing: 
Choose i and j such that p(i - 1) c a(j) c o(j + k) = p(i). Choose the longest 
p C p(i) such that f(p)J; we must have a(j) C p, since f(a(j))l . Note that t+!&!(i)) 
= &(p), so A(i) C $,@). Redefine p(i) = p, A(i) = I+@), p(i’) J’ and d(i’) T for 
i’ > i. Enumerate out of A4 every node 6 that splits off between 8(j) and p (i.e., 
5(j) C 6 and 6 IF.) Redefine a(j) = p and o(j’) T for j’ > j. This has the effect of 
extending o(j). 
Finally, in all cases, enumerate out of M some additional extensions of X in Rf, 
each of which is incompatible with some p(i). 
Any node defined at any point as the value of some p(i) or o(j) has been mentioned 
by the subconstruction. 
Note that, if at the beginning of this step p(i’) can be moved away from o(j’), we 
choose i < i’ and j < j'; thus, p(i’) is redefined at this stage for all such i’. 
This completes the first pass at the definition of step s + 1. Note that, since every 
node enumerated out of M is incompatible with some p(i), the subconstruction does 
not enumerate Z out of M. We will show that, for all branches 6 E [Rf] n [M] 
extending Z, except possibly a distinguished branch b*, 1C/n(b) is either partial or 
recursive. 
Definition 3.10. Say that p(i)[s] stabilizes to p(i) iff for all sufficiently large s, p(i) 
is not redefined at stage s and p(i)[s] = p(i); similarly for a( j)[s], etc. Let b* denote 
the branch through 2<w determined by the limit of the o(j) sequence (equivalently, 
of the p(i) sequence) if there is such a limit, and let b* be the image of b’ under f, 
if b* lies entirely in the domain of f. 
Proposition 3.11. Suppose the conditions of success for the t,l~~ subconstruction inside 
Rf above i? as described in Proposition 3.8 are met. Suppose also that each A(i) is 
injured at most finitely often. 
Then for any branch b # i;* in [Rf] n [Ml, t,!+,(b) is either partial or recursive. (For 
such a branch, we will let b denote the branch through 2’O whose image under f 
is 5.) 
Proof. If every p(i)[s] stabilizes, the p sequence determines in the limit the branch 
b* # b, so for some i we must have p(i) i b. If not every p(i)[s] stabilizes, either 
there is no b*, or for the greatest i such that p(i)[s] stabilizes, p(i + l)[s] determines 
in the limit the branch b* # b. Therefore, there are two possibilities for the branch b: 
1. There is an i such that p(i)[s] stabilizes and p(i) I b. 
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2. There is a greatest i such that p(i)[s] stabilizes; p(i) c b. In this case, there is 
a greatest 0 c b such that for all but finitely many s, cr C p(i + l)[s]. (Otherwise we 
would have b = b*.) There must also be infinitely many s such that p(i + 1 )[s] l_ b. 
(By construction, p(i + l)[s + l] C p(i + l)[s] or p(i + l)[s + I] I p(i + l)[s], so the 
only way p(i + l)[s] can fail to stabilize is for there to be infinitely many s such that 
p(i + l)[s + 11 Ip(i + l)[sl.) 
In the first case, we will show that &(b) is partial. Choose a stage t at which 
p(i)[s] has stabilized to p(i) I b. Note that if we have p(i)[t] = o(j)[t], then 
p(i’)[s] for i’ d i and a(j’)[s] for j’ d j have also stabilized at stage t, and d(i)[s] 
has stabilized to d(i). If &(b) is total, there are a stage s > t and an initial 
segment G c b such that g I a(j) (since b_L o(j) = p(i)) and ~~(is)[s] > d(i). 
But then at stage s, p(i) can be moved away from o(j). Therefore, accord- 
ing to the construction, p(i) is redefined at stage s, contradicting our choice 
of t. 
In the second case, d(i + l)[s] does not necessarily stabilize. However, after p(i)[s] 
stabilizes and d(i + 1) is never injured again, d(i + 1) can be redefined only by being 
extended. Therefore, d(i + l)[s] either stabilizes to a finite d(i + 1) or determines in 
the limit a recursive real d(i + 1). Clearly, because we never find any $n splittings, 
&;I(&) must agree with d(i+ 1). Therefore, if we can show that whenever &C/n(b) is total 
then d(i+ 1) is infinite (i.e., also total, and recursive), we will have shown that &(b) 
is either partial or recursive. 
Suppose $n(b) is total but d(i + 1) is finite. Let o c b be greatest such that for all 
but finitely many s, cr C: p(i + l)[s]. Choose a stage t past which p(i) = o(j) is never 
redefined again, and such that for all s 3 t, as p(i+ l)[s] and d(i+ l)[s] = d(i+ 1). 
(Such a stage exists by previous comments and assumptions.) Note that, for s 3 t, 
p(i + l)[s] must properly extend g. (If p(i + l)[s] = cr, we must have either p(i + 
l)[s + l] C fl, or p(i + l)[s + l] 16. By choice of t, we must also have p(i + l)[s + 
l] > 0’. This leaves only the possibility p(i + 1 )[s + l] = 0. But then p(i + 1 )[s] 
would have stabilized to G, contradicting the assumption that p(i + l)[s] does not 
stabilize.) 
Since &n(b) is total, there are an initial segment (T’ c b properly extending g and 
a stage s > t such that &(Z)[S] > d(i + 1); by choice of c, we can also choose s 
so that o is the greatest common initial segment between b and p(i + l)[s]; by the 
comment above. p(i + l)[s] properly extends 0, so p(i + I)[s] Id. At that stage, let 
k be least such that 0 c o(k). We have that p(i + 1) cannot be moved away from 
o(k - 1) c cr (otherwise we would redefine p(i + 1) to be incompatible with 0, which 
by assumption we do not.) But 5’ witnesses that p(i + 1) can be moved away from 
o(k), and therefore p(i + 1) will be redefined. According to the construction, we will 
redefine p(i + 1) to be some p incompatible with o(k) such that $&)[s] is as long as 
possible; in particular, at least as long as $,@)[s], which is by assumption longer than 
d(i + 1). But according to the construction, d(i + 1) is redefined at stage s to equal 
&(p)[s]; this contradicts our choice of t as a stage past which d(i + 1) will never be 
extended. 0 
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We have shown that for all branches b E [Rf] n [M] extending 3, except possibly 
a distinguished branch b*, $n(6) is either partial or recursive, under the assump- 
tion: 
Every d(i) is injured only finitely often. 
3.2.2. Second dejinition 
The second definition will include enough detail to guarantee the following: 
For all branches b E [Rf]n[M] extending-n, except possibly the distinguished branch 
b*, 5 is also subject to a successful level II + 1 construction. 
We shall accomplish this by approximating, along with our approximation to b*, 
a maximal antichain off b* (i.e., an antichain 3 such that if 8 1% is any branch through 
Rf n M other than b’, b must extend an element of 3.) As subconstructions of the $R 
subconstruction itself, we will carry out the level n + 1 construction inside Rf above 
77 for every si E S. 
In more detail, when first defining p(i) = a(j) we will choose a maximal antichain 
S(j) of nodes above a(j - 1) living in dam(f), and choose p(i) = a(j) E S(j). For 
other cr E S(j), as long as u # o(j), at every step we will carry out another step of 
the level IZ + 1 construction inside Rf above 0. This will be the successful construction 
to which b is subject for OC 8. (The ?? above is, more or less, {(T I3j(o E S(j)& 
fl# o(A)).) 
We see here why the p sequence becomes a subsequence of the r~ sequence. Ideally, 
when we redefine p(i) we would choose the new p(i) = a(j) to be another element of 
S(j). However, since we may be required to choose the new p(i) so that &(p(i)) is as 
long as possible, we might have to choose p(i) to be a proper extension of o E S(j). 
In this case we will set a(j) = cr, choose an antichain S(j + 1) above CJ, and choose 
p(i)=o(j+l)ES(j+l). 
We must exercise some care in our choice of S(j + 1) for the following reason: 
We have to allow for the possibility that o(j)[ ] s never stabilizes, but is continually 
redefined to be different elements of S(j). In this case, there will be no branch b*, 
and for every 0 E S(j) we have to make sure that the level n + 1 construction 
inside Rf above a succeeds. It is sufficient to advance this level n + 1 construc- 
tion when CJ # o(j), since there will be infinitely many such stages, but we must 
make sure that we do not interfere with its success during stages when 0 = a(j). 
We might interfere by enumerating out of M images of nodes that have been men- 
tioned by the level n + 1 construction inside R,f above 5. Various parts of the $,, 
subconstruction (notably “enumerate the old (T( j + 1) out of AP) require that we 
enumerate elements of s( j + 1) out of M. Therefore, we want to choose S( j + 1) 
so that enumerating those elements of s( j + 1) out of M will not enumerate out 
of M images of nodes mentioned by the level n + 1 construction inside Rf above 
z(j). 
To do this, we do the following: We note that at most j + 2 elements of s( j + 1) 
will be enumerated out of M before a stage when o(j) has been redefined to be 
unequal to the o in question. (We will be able to calculate this after the third definition 
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of the &, subconstruction has been completed.) We choose an antichain of nodes 
A(j + 1) that are longer than any node that has been mentioned by the level n + 1 
construction inside Rf above a(j), so that if we never have to enumerate any node 
of A (j + 1) out of M, we will never interfere with the success of this level n + 1 
construction. Then we choose S(j + 1) so that every node of A( j + 1) has at least 
j + 3 successors in S( j + 1); so enumerating the maximal possible number of elements 
of s( j + 1) out of M will still not require enumerating any elements of A (j + 1) out 
of M. 
We call A( j + 1) a protecting antichain, because keeping the elements of A< j + 1) 
in M protects the success of the level n + 1 construction inside Rf above 
F(j). 
Definition 3.12. A protecting antichain above ~7 is an antichain A c 2’w such that: 
1. Every element of A extends Q. 
2. Every element of A is living in dam(f). 
3. If a level n + 1 construction inside Rf above 0 has been begun and not cancelled, 
no node mentioned by that construction lies above any node in A. 
4. A is maximal with respect to properties (l )-(3 ). 
A q-splitting set above A is an antichain S c 2’(* such that: 
1. Every element of A has at least q extensions in S. 
2. Every element of S is living in dam(f). 
3. 5’ is maximal with respect to properties (1) and (2). 
Step 0: Define a(O) = rc, p(O) = rc, S(0) = A(0) = {rc}. 
Choose a protecting antichain A(1) above a(O). 
Choose a 3-splitting set S( 1) above A( 1). 
Choose any element p( 1) E S( 1). Set r~( 1) = p( 1). 
Define d(i) = $&T(i)) for i = 0,l. 
Every element of A( 1) and S( 1) has been mentioned by the subconstruction. 
Step s + 1: At the beginning of this step we have defined: A sequence of nodes 
P(O)CP(l)C... c p(m), a collection of binary sequences d(0) s d( 1) C . . . d(m), and 
a sequence of nodes o(O) c a( 1) c . . . c a(p), as before. 
Collections of antichains A(j) and S(j), 0 < j < p such that: 
c(j) E S(j) is the unique element of S(j) that is an initial segment of p(m). 
For 0 E S(j) such that f(o) has been defined, some number of steps of the level 
n + 1 construction inside Rf above 0 may have been carried out. 
A(j) is a protecting antichain above 6( j - 1). 
S(j) is (at least) a 2-splitting set above A(j). (Later we will show that S(j) is at 
least a q-splitting set above A(j), where q depends not only on j, but also on the 
history of the construction.) 
At step s + 1 we take action as follows: 
If some p(i) can be moved away from some a(j), then: Find the least j’ such that 
some p(i’) can be moved away from cr( j’), and choose the least such i’. Choose either 
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(1) idi’, j <j’ with p(i- 1) = o(j - l)ca(j)cp(i) or (2) i = i’ and j = j’. 
Choose p and take further action depending on the case: 
1. Choose p > o( j - 1) such that p E S(j) and p # o(j). This has the effect of 
injuring d(i). For c E S(j’), j’ > j, cancel the level n + 1 construction inside R,f 
above 5. 
Redefine p(i) = p, d(i) = &(p), p(i’) T and d(i’) T for i’ > i. Redefine o(j) = p, 
g( j’) T, A( j’) 1‘ and S( j’) T for j’ > j. 
This completes action (1). 
2. Choose p J_ g(j) living in &m(f) such that &(p) is as long as possible. With- 
out loss of generality, p can be chosen so that f(p) 1. For this p, we must have 
tJ&) > d(i). Also, we must have a( j - 1) G p, otherwise we would contradict the 
minimality of j’ = j. 
If p has a proper extension in S(j), replace p with such an extension. By the 
maximality of $,,(p), extending p does not change tin@). 
For g E S( j’), j’ > j, cancel the level IZ + 1 construction inside Rf above 5. We are 
about to redefine S(j’) (among other things). 
If p E S(j) then: Redefine p(i) = p, d(i) = &n(p), p(i’) T and d(i’)f for i’ > i. 
Redefine a(j) = p, a( j’) 7, A( j’) 1‘ and S( j’) T for j’ > j + 1. 
Otherwise, f(p) 1 and p properly extends some r~ E S(j). Choose a protecting 
antichain A above g. Choose a (j + 3)-splitting set S above A such that p has an 
extension in S. 
Replace p by an extension of p in S; this still does not change I/J,,(~). Redefine 
p(i) = P, d(i) = h(P), p(i’)T and 4i’)f f or i’ > i. Redefine o(j) = 0, A( j + 1) = A, 
S(j + 1) = S, a(j + 1) = p, o(j’)T, A(j’)T and S(j’)_T for j’ > j + 1. 
This completes action (2). 
Now do one of the following: 
(A) Let 0’ denote the former o(j). (We will see that this option is possible only 
when f(a’)L and every element of A(j) has at least 3 extensions in S(j).) Cancel the 
level n + 1 construction inside Rf above 5’. Set S = S(j) - {o’}. Enumerate 0’ out 
of A4 and redefine S(j) = S. This has the effect of injuring S(j). (Given that every 
element of A(j) has at least 3 extensions in S(j), enumerating 0’ out of M preserves 
the property that every element of A(j) has at least 2 extensions in S(j), and does 
not require enumerating out of M any elements of A (j); therefore, we will see that 
no image of any node mentioned by the level n + 1 construction above (T( j - 1) is 
enumerated out of M.) 
(B) Enumerate the former ?7( j + 1) out of M. (Since every element of the 
former A( j + 1) has at least 2 extensions in the former S( j + 1 ), enumerating the 
former Tj( j + 1) out of M does not require enumerating out of M any element 
of the former A( j + 1); therefore, we will see that no image of any node men- 
tioned by the level n + 1 construction above the former 8(j) is enumerated out 
of M.) 
If no p(i) can be moved away from any g(j), then do one of the following: 
3. Choose p(i - 1) = g( j - 1) C cr( j) 2 p(i) and act as in Case (1) above. 
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4. If f(p(m)) is defined, then choose a protecting antichain A(p + 1) above a(p) = 
p(m) and a p+ 3-splitting set S(p+ 1) above A(p+ 1). Choose ~(m + 1) = o(p+ 1) E 
S(p + 1). Define d(m + 1) = $,@(m + 1)). If f(~(m))T then do nothing. 
Optionally, do the following: 
Choose i and j such that p(i - 1) c o(j) c o(j + k) = p(i). Set 0” = o(j). Cancel 
the level n + 1 construction above a(j), and above is for any G E S(j’) for j’ > j. 
Choose the longest p C p(i) such that f(p)J,; we must have o(j) C p, since f(a(j)) I. 
Note that &(7(i)) = &(p), so A(i) 5 I/&?). Redefine p(i) = p, d(i) = I+@), p(i’) T 
and d(i’)T for i’ > i. Set S = S(j) U {p} - {IT”}. 
Enumerate out of M every node 6 that splits off between 5” and p (i.e., Z” C 6 and 
6 Lp.) This has the effect of making O(j) = 5” N p. Redefine a(j) = p, S(j) = S, 
a(j’)T, A(j’)r and S(j’) 1‘ for j’ > j. This step extends a(j). Note that, since the new 
S(j) is obtained from the old by replacing the old a(j) with the equivalent new o(j), 
if the old S(j) was a q-splitting set above A(j), so is the new one. 
This concludes the optional step. 
Any node defined at any point as an element of an A(j) or an S(j) has been 
mentioned by the subconstruction. 
Finally, for any j’ such that S(j’) is now defined, and any r.r E S(j’) such that 
CJ # a(p) and f(o)l, perform the next step (which will be step 0, if any level n + 1 
construction begun inside R,f above 0 has since been cancelled) of the level n + 1 
construction inside Rf above 5. 
Every node mentioned by one of these level n + 1 constructions has been mentioned 
by the Ic;z subconstruction. 
This completes the second pass at the definition of step s + 1. 
Proposition 3.13. Suppose the conditions of success for the $,, subconstruction inside 
R,f above 77 are met. Suppose also: 
1. Each A(i) is injured at most finitely often. 
2. Each S(j) is injured at most finitely often. At the beginning of any stage during 
which S(j) is injured, S(j) is at least a 3-splitting set above A(j). 
3. For each j, tf o( j - l)[s] stabilizes, then o(j) is extended at most finitely often. 
Then, for any branch b > n whose image under f is a branch b E [R,f] n [M] such 
that b # b*, there is a node o c b such that the conditions of success for the level 
n + 1 construction inside Rf above 5 are satis$ed. 
Proof. Note that whenever S(j)[s] is redefined, so is o(j)[s]. Also, o(O) stabilizes 
(in fact is never redefined), and if o(j) stabilizes, then S( j + 1) stabilizes. This is 
because the only steps in the construction that involve redefinition of S( j + 1) without 
redefinition of o(j) are those that injure S( j + 1) or trim a( j + 1); by assumption, 
each of these occurs only finitely often after a(j) stabilizes. 
Once S( j + 1) stabilizes, the only way cr( j + 1) can change is to be redefined as 
a different element of S( j + 1). Therefore there are three different possibilities for the 
outcome of this construction: 
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1. One a(j)[s] stabilizes to a value a(j) $! dam(f). (Note that as long as o(j)[s] @ 
dam(f), o( j + l)[s] will remain undefined, so in this case the cr sequence does not 
determine a limit b*.) 
2. Every rr( j)[s] stabilizes, determining in the limit a branch b* c &m(f). 
3. There is a greatest j for which g( j - l)[s] stabilizes. S( j)[s] stabilizes, and for 
every element g E S(j), there are unboundedly many stages s for which a( j)[s] # 0. 
The c sequence does not determine a limit b*. 
Claim 3.14. At every stage, for every j > 0, every node in A(j) has at least two 
extensions in S(j). 
Proof. This is true, by construction, at any stage at which A(j) is first defined or 
is redefined. The only other stages at which S(j) is explicitly changed are stages at 
which a(j) is extended (which merely replace o(j) by an equivalent node, hence do 
not change the number of extensions each node of A(j) has in S(j)) or at which 
S(j) is injured. Before S(j) is injured, by (4) above, each node of A(j) has at least 
3 extensions in S(j); since injury enumerates out of M only one node in S(j), after 
such a stage every node of A(j) will have at least 2 extensions in S(j). Given that 
carrying out a step in the level n + 1 construction above i7 does not enumerate ‘i7 out 
of M, it is easy to check that no other part of the subconstruction enumerates out of A4 
any element of any S(j). 0 
Claim 3.15. At no stage is any element of any (currently defined) A(j) enumerated 
out of M. 
Proof. By the above claim, at each stage, every element in A(j) has at least 2 exten- 
sions in S(j). It follows that elements of A(j) are not enumerated out of M. 0 
Claim 3.16. At every stage, and for every j, A(j + 1) is a protecting antichain 
above o(j). 
Proof. This is true when A( j + 1) is first defined. As long as a(j) is not redefined, no 
additional steps in the level n + 1 construction inside Rf above a(j) are taken and, by 
the above claim, A(j) remains a protecting antichain above o(j). If o(j) is redefined, 
then so is A( j + 1). 0 
Claim 3.17. Suppose S(j)[s] stabilizes to S(j), G E S(j), f(a) 1, and f(o) E M. 
Suppose further that there are unboundedly many stages for which CJ f a( j)[s]. Then 
the level n + 1 construction inside Rf above 0 succeeds. 
Proof. Note that nodes mentioned by the level n + 1 construction inside Rf above 8 
are also mentioned by the I,/I~ subconstruction inside Rf above 71, so by assumption their 
images (under f) will be enumerated out of A4 only by the $n subconstruction (or one 
of its subconstructions.) Consider the last stage at which S(j) is undefined, is redefined 
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other than by extending o(j) or injuring S(j), or is redefined by extending o(j) when 
o(j) = CT. At the end of this stage, o E S(j), and the level n + 1 construction inside Rf 
above 0 either has not been begun or has been cancelled. At the next stage at which 
f(cr)J and o(j) # cr, step 0 of the level II + 1 construction inside Rf above Ti is carried 
out. At any further stage at which a(j) = o, the choice of A(j +- 1) is such that, since 
no image of any node in A(j + 1) is enumerated out of M, no image of any node 
mentioned by the level II + 1 construction inside Rf above 5 is enumerated out of M. 
At other stages (when a(j) # o), the only way nodes extending 0 whose preimages 
have been mentioned by the $n subconstruction inside Rf above 5 are enumerated out 
of A4 is for them to be enumerated out by the level n + 1 construction inside Rf above 
0 itself, or by the step in which the former o(j) was o, and the former Z(j + 1) 
is enumerated out of M. In this last case, we know that the former A(j + 1) was a 
protecting antichain above r~ every node of which had at least 2 extensions in the former 
S(j + 1); therefore, enumerating the former 5(j + 1) out of M does not enumerate 
out of A4 any elements of the former g(j + 1 ), nor, therefore, any images of nodes 
mentioned by the level n + 1 construction inside Rf above 0. Finally, at every stage at 
which o(j) # CJ, the next step of the level 12 + 1 construction inside Rf above 5 will be 
carried out. Therefore, the conditions for success for this construction are satisfied. 0 
This last claim suffices to prove the proposition: If b* is defined and b # b”, then 
there are some j and some cr E S(j) such that CJ # o(j) and o c b. If b” is not defined, 
it might be the case that there is some j for which S(j)[s] stabilizes to S(j), and there 
is some o E S(j) such that for all but finitely many s, o # o(j)[s] and o c b. Or 
it might be the case that for the greatest j such that S(j) stabilizes, there is some 
o E S(j) such that for unboundedly many S, G = a(j)[~], and for unboundedly many 
s, 0 # o(j)[~], and G c b. In any case, the preceding claim guarantees the conditions 
for success for the level n + 1 construction inside Rf above 0 are satisfied. 0 
We have shown that for all branches 8 E [Rf] n [M] extending n, except possibly 
the distinguished branch b*,6 is also subject to a successful level n + 1 construction, 
under the assumptions: 
1. Each d(i) is injured at most finitely often. 
2. For each j, if a(j - l)[s] stabilizes, then a(j) is extended at most finitely often. 
3. Each S(j) is injured at most finitely often. 
4. At the beginning of any stage during which S(j) is injured, S(j) is at least a 
3-splitting set above A(j). 
3.2.3. Third dejinition 
The third and final definition will include enough detail to guarantee the following: 
If each o(i)[s] eventually stabilizes, and b* is the branch determined by the sequence 
of a(j), then b* (the image of b’ under f) computes a non-recursive, r.e. set W. 
This definition will also allow us to prove the various assumptions made during 
previous passes, e.g. that any d(i) is only injured finitely many times. 
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During the construction we will enumerate a non-recursive r.e. set W, and a reduction 
procedure C, so that if b* is defined, then W = C(b*). In order to make W non- 
recursive, we will meet simplicity requirements, for e > 0, 
R(e): If the eth r.e. set W, is infinite, then W n W, # 8. 
We will guarantee W is co-infinite by enumerating elements into W only to satisfy 
requirements R(e), and by enumerating into W to satisfy a given R(e) at most one 
element X, chosen so that x > 2e. 
This is just the standard enumeration of a simple r.e. set. It will be modified slightly, 
by delaying the satisfaction of requirements, in order to be consistent with the enu- 
meration of C. 
We will guarantee that C correctly computes W from 6* by insuring that at every 
stage, C@(j)) > W [j (this guarantees C(b*) is total), and for any 5 E M, Z(5) C W 
(i.e., at each stage and relative to any sequence in M, C correctly computes an initial 
segment of W; this guarantees that C(b*) = W). 
The source of injury in the construction can be found here. In order to enumerate an 
element x into W, we must augment the definition of C; to guarantee that C will give 
a correct computation from b* at the end of the construction, we must enumerate out 
of M nodes that produce the old, now incorrect, value for W. If such nodes are current 
values of p(i), we must redefine p(i); however, it may be impossible to choose a new 
value of p(i) and still protect the computation d(i). We may choose to enumerate x 
into W anyway, injuring d(i). 
Injuries to d(i) will occur only to meet a requirement R(e) for e < i. Injuries to 
S(j) will occur only to meet a requirement R(e) for e < j. The node o(j) will 
be extended only to make progress toward meeting a requirement R(e) for 
e < j. This will allow us to show, for example, that d(i) is injured at most 
i times. 
Step 0: In addition, to the other items defined in step 0, set W = 0 and C = 0. 
Step s + 1: At the beginning of this step we have defined, in addition to the p, A, CT, A, 
and S sequences: 
The stage s approximation to an r.e. set W, which we will also denote W. (In 
discussion of the outcome of the completed construction, we will, as before, use W[s] 
to denote the approximation to W produced at the end of stage s.) 
The stage s approximation to a reduction procedure C (later denoted C[s]). C as 
defined at the beginning of this step will have two properties, which we state after 
making the following definition. 
For nodes CJ C p living in &m(f), define 0 -f p iff either cr = p, or f(a) 1, f(p) 1, 
and 5 - p. In other words, c wf p if the approximations of f and M so far guarantee 
that any branch through M extending f(u) also extends f(p). 
Properties of Z. 1. For any node f(a) = a E Rf n A4, C(F) & C@(j)) where j is 
greatest such that either o(j) C 0 or o(j) wf 0, and f(@j)) i. Also, every node in 
the domain of C is in Rf (although such nodes may have been enumerated out of M). 
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In other words, on &nM, and any potential future elements of RfnM, C is completely 
determined by its values on the sequence o(j). 
2. For every j such that f(a(j)) 1, W > C@(j)) > W [j. 
Definition 3.18. (1) R(e) is unsati$ed (at the given stage s) if W, n W = 0. 
(2) R(e) can be satisfied by x if 2e <x < s and x E W, at stage s. 
(3) d(i) can be injured if, choosing j such that o(j-1) = p(i-1), there is some e < i 
such that R(e) is not satisfied, and R(e) can be satisfied by some x B dom(Z@(j- 1))). 
(That is, if O(j) Q(i) were to be enumerated out of M, the remaining commitment 
to C, represented by Z(O(j - l)), would not forbid x to be enumerated into W to 
satisfy R(e).) Note that, since the p sequence is a subsequence of the (T sequence, 
i- 1 <j- 1, so e<j also. 
At step s + 1 we take action as follows: 
If some p(i) can be moved away from some a(j), then: Find the least j’ such that 
some p(i’) can be moved away from cr(j’), and choose the least such i’. (1) If there 
is i d i’ such that d(i) can be injured, and choosing j such that a(j - 1) = p(i - 1) 
gives j < j’, then choose the least such i and j. (2) Otherwise, choose i = i’ and 
j = j’. Choose p and take further action depending on the case: 
1. Choose p > a(j - 1) such that p E S(j) and p # a(j). This has the effect of 
injuring d(i). For 0 E S(j’), j’ > j, cancel the level n + 1 construction inside Ry 
above i7. 
Redefine p(i) = p, d(i) = &@),p(i’) ‘T and d(i’) T for i’ > i. Redefine o(j) = p, 
a(j’) T,A(j’) T and S(j’) T for j’ > j. 
This completes action (1). 
2. Choose p I o(j) living in dam(f) such that I+&@) is as long as possible. For 
this p, we must have &n(p) > d(i). Also, we must have a(j - 1) C p, otherwise we 
would contradict the minimality of j. As before, redefine p(i) = p, d(i) = $J$?), p(i’) T 
and d(i’) T for i’ > i, and redefine the o, A, and S sequences appropriately. 
This completes action (2.) 
Now, let 0’ denote the former o(j). 
Define the following: S(j) can be injured if f(o’) 1 and there are some e < j and 
some x > dom(C(o( j - 1)) such that R(e) can be satisfied by x. Note that if we were 
in case (l), then, per the comment that e < j, S(j) can be injured. 
(A) If S(j) can be injured then: Cancel the level n + 1 construction inside Rf above 
5’. Set S = S(j) - {o’}. E numerate 0’ out of M and redefine S(j) = S. This has the 
effect of injuring S(j). (By definition, if S(j) can be injured f(o’) 1. We will prove 
later that if S(j) can be injured then every element of A(j) has at least 3 extensions 
in S(j).) 
(B) If S(j) cannot be injured, enumerate the former 5( j + 1) (if defined) out of M, 
and redefine C(O( j- 1)) = C(‘i3’) (if 8 is defined). (This redefinition is necessary since 
0’ is still in M but no longer part of the 0 sequence; to preserve the property of C 
being determined by its values on the 0 sequence, we must have C(8) C C(O( j - 1)). 
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Note that C@(j’)) may be redefined whenever cr(j’ + 1) is redefined, even though 
o(j’) is not changed.) If no p(i) can be moved away from any o(j), then do one of 
the following: 
3. If there is some i such that A(i) can be injured, choose the least such i, choose 
j such that p(i - 1) = a(j - 1 ), and act as in case (1) above. 
4. Otherwise, if f@(m)) is defined, then choose antichains A(m + 1) and S(m + 1) 
as before. Choose P(M + 1) = o(p + 1) E S(j + 1). Define d(m + 1) = $&(m + 1)). 
If f(p(m))T, then do nothing. 
Now, let k be greatest such that C@(k)) is currently defined. For every e such that 
R(e) is not satisfied and there is an x 3 dom(C(i?(k))) such that R(e) can be satisfied 
by x, enumerate the least such x into W. Now, for every q > k such that f(o(q)) I, 
inductively on q, define C@(q)) = max{C(iY(q - l)), W [q}. 
Claim 3.19. If one of: 
1. At the beginning of step s + 1, A(i’) can be injured for the sake of R(e) (i.e., 
i’ < e, and there are j’ such that a(j’ - 1) = p(i’ - 1) and x > dom(C(C(j’ - 1))) 
such that R(e) cun be satisfied by x), 
2. At the beginning of step s + 1, S( j’) can be injured for the sake of R(e) (i.e., 
j’ < e, f(a( j’)) I, and there is x > dom(.Z(F( j’ - 1))) such that R(e) can be satisfied 
by x) and p(i) is moved away from o( j’) during step s + 1, 
then R(e) is satis$ed by this step. 
Proof. In the first case, at the beginning of step s + 1 we chose i < i’,j < j', and 
moved p(i) away from a(j). We enumerated either the former Z(j) or the former 
Ti( j + 1) out of M; if j = j’, then either S(j) could be injured (since j = j’ < i’ < e) 
and we enumerated the former a(j) out of M, or the reason S(j) could not be injured 
was that the former a(j) was not in the domain of f, so is(j) had not been defined. 
In any case, the greatest member of the former 8 sequence that remains in A4 is 
at most the former S(j - 1) (which we denote O*), so C@(k)) C C(ci*). But then 
x > dom(C@(k)), so at this step, the least such x is enumerated into W,. 
In the second case, either we moved p(i) away from g(j) for some j <j’, and then 
enumerated out of A4 either the former T(j) or the former a( j + 1 ), or we moved p(i) 
away from g(j) (and not away from o(j - 1)) for j = j’, in which case S(j) could be 
injured, so we enumerated the former T(j) out of M. In either case, again the greatest 
member of the former 0 sequence that remains in M is at most the former a(j’ - l), 
so we can argue as above that some x satisfying R(e) is enumerated into W. 0 
Before continuing on to describe the “optional” step, we consider the need for this 
step. We have insured (by our conventions on the step by step definition of C) that 
if b’ is defined, then C(b*) = W. We have set up requirements R(e) to insure that W 
is a non-recursive r.e. set, and we have attempted to insure that every requirement is 
satisfied by giving R(e) priority over A(i) and S(j) for i > e and j > e. Our idea is 
this: Once p(e) = g(j) (j 3 e) has stabilized, and once C(Cr( j)) has stabilized (which 
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it will as soon as o(j + 1) stabilizes), in order to satisfy R(e) we need only wait for an 
element x 3 dom(C(??(j)) to enter IV,. Since for the sake of R(e) we can injure both 
d(e + 1) and S(j + I), we are free to enumerate this x into W, redefine P(e + 1) to be 
incompatible with the current o(j+ l), and enumerate that a(j+ 1) out of M, allowing 
us to correct the computation C. If we never see such an x enter W,, of course, W, is 
finite so we need not worry about R(e). 
The problem is this: We have no guarantee that p(e) will stabilize. It might be that 
some p(i) for i < e is the last to stabilize, and p(i + 1) is infinitely often redefined, 
itself determining b* in the limit. In this case, whenever we see x enter W,, it might 
be the case that p(i + 1) has already grown past the final value of some o(j) with 
x < &m(C(o(j)). Since we cannot injure d(i + 1) for the sake of R(e), we could in 
this way be prevented from ever enumerating any element of W, into W. 
In order to circumvent this, we need a micro-strategy with the following goal: For 
i < e, either p(i) stabilizes, or p(i) is redefined at a time that allows us to satisfy R(e). 
Our strategy is as follows: When p(i - 1) c o(j) c p(i), for some j > e (so it looks 
like p(i- 1) might stabilize, but p(i) grow indefinitely), wait for a stage at which R(e) 
could be satisfied by moving p(i) away from o(j), i.e., redefining p(i) to be some 
value incompatible with o(j). (That is, there is some x > dom(C(i?(j - 1))) such 
that R(e) can be satisfied by x.) Assuming that b* is defined, Z(i?(j - 1)) eventually 
stabilizes, so as long as W, is infinite we will see such a stage. Enumerate out of M 
every node that branches off between O(j) and p(i), making p(i) wf o(j), so (unless 
some smaller p(i’) is redefined) the only way p(i) can possibly be redefined is to be 
moved away from a(j). Therefore either p(i) will stabilize, or it will be moved away 
from o(j). But R(e) can be satisfied by moving p(i) away from a(j) (and we can 
injure S(j) in order to satisfy R(e)), so if p(i) is ever redefined, R(e) will be satisfied. 
There are some additional details to keep track of in the actual implementation of 
this strategy. For example, the original o(j) must be replaced in S(j) by the new p(i) 
in order to have p(i) = g(j) E S(j) and maintain the condition that the p sequence 
is a subsequence of the cr sequence. Also, C@(j)) must be redefined appropriately to 
maintain the desired conditions on C. We continue with the formal definition. 
Definition 3.20. a(j) can be extended if for all i, o(j) # p(i), there is some e < j 
such that R(e) is not satisfied, and there is x 2 dom(C@(j - 1))) such that R(e) can 
be satisfied by x. 
If some o(j) can be extended, choose the least such j, let i be least such that 
a(j) c p(i), let k be such that a(j + k) = p(i), and do the following. (We will 
redefine various things in order to get o(j) = p(i).) 
For I greatest such that f(o(Z)) L, let a”’ = o(Z). Let 0” = c$ j). 
Cancel the level II + 1 construction above a(j), and above 0 for any 0 E S( j’) for 
j’ > j. Choose the longest p C p(i) such that f(p) I; we must have o(j) C p, since 
f(4j)) 1. Note that $,0(i)) = $,4P), so d(i) 2 &(p). Redefine p(i) = p, d(i) = 
$&),p(i’)f and d(i’)T for i’ > i. Set S = S(j) U {p} - {a”}. 
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Enumerate out of A4 every node 6 that splits off between 8’ and p (i.e., 0” 2 6 and 
6 J_ p.) This has the effect of making Z(j) = 8’ N p. Redefine o(j) = p, S(j) = 
S, ~(j’)r,A(j’) T and S(j’)T for j’ > j. This step extends o(j). Note that, since the 
new S(j) is obtained from the old by replacing the old o(j) with the equivalent new 
o(j), if the old S(j) was a q-splitting set above A(j), so is the new one. 
Note that, by construction, f(a(j)) 1. Redefine Z@(j)) = C(0”‘). This preserves 
the condition that C is essentially determined by its values on the a(j) sequence. 
Finally, for any j’ such that S(j’) is now defined, and any 0 E S(j’) such that 
r~ # a(j’) and f(o) J, perform the next step (which may be step 0) of the level n + 1 
construction inside Rf above C. 
This completes the third and final definition of step s + 1. 
Proposition 3.21. Stdppose the conditions of success for the (i/n subconstruction inside 
Rf above i? are met. Then: 
1. Each A(i) is injured at most i times. 
2. Each S(j) is injured at most j times. Furthermore, if S(j) can be injured at 
a given stage, then at that stage each element of A(j) has at least 3 extensions in 
3. If a(j - l)[s] Cfor j 2 1) stabilizes, then past the stage at which that happens, 
a(j) is extended at most j times. (By construction, a(0) is never redejined.) 
4. If b* is dejined, then p computes a non-recursive r.e. set W. 
Proof. (1) According to the constmction, each time d(i) is injured, some R(e) for 
e < i that was not satisfied becomes satisfied. Since once R(e) is satisfied it remains 
satisfied, this can happen at most i times. 
(2) A similar argument applies to injuring S(j). When A(j) and S(j) are initially 
defined, each element of A(j) has at least j + 2 extensions in S(j). The only way this 
number can be diminished is by injuring S(j), satisfying some R(e) for e < j, and 
removing a single element from S(j). This means that at a given stage, if the number 
of requirements R(e), e <j, that are satisfied is Y, every element in A(j) must have 
at least j + 2 - r extensions in S(j). Therefore, if S(j) can be injured, there is some 
e < j such that R(e) is not yet satisfied, so r < j and at that stage each element of 
A(j) has at least 3 extensions in S(j). 
(3) Suppose o(j - 1) has stabilized. If o(j) is extended, it is because there is some 
e < j such that R(e) is not satisfied, and there is x 3 dom(C(i7( j - 1))) such that 
R(e) can be satisfied by X. In extending a(j), we do not change C@( j - l)), and 
we end up with a(j) = p(i). By assumption, a( j - 1) will not change again, and as 
long as a(j) = p(i), a(j) cannot be extended; also, as long as a(j) is not redefined, 
C(O(j- 1)) is not redefined either. If a(j) is ever redefined after being extended, it first 
happens when p(i) is moved away from a(j). (Note that p(i’) will not be moved away 
from a( j’) for i’ < i and j’ < j, since by assumption, a( j - 1) has stabilized.) Since 
Z(a( j - 1)) has not been changed, R(e) can still be satisfied by x 3 dom(C@( j - 1))); 
so either R(e) has already been satisfied for some other reason, or S(j) can be injured. 
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In the second case, when p(i) is redefined, S(j) will be injured and R(e) will be 
satisfied. We have shown therefore that, after o(j - 1) stabilizes, whenever o(j) is 
extended, either a(j) stabilizes, or some new R(e) for e <j is satisfied when tr( j) is 
first redefined. Therefore, if a(j) is extended j times and subsequently redefined, every 
R(e) for e <j is then satisfied, so o(j) will never be extended again. 
(4) Assume b* is defined. Since b* is defined exactly in case each a(j)[s] stabilizes, 
in which case b* is the branch given by the sequence of o(j), and since at each stage 
we have C@(j)) > W [j, we clearly have that C(b*) = W. Therefore, it suffices to show 
that W is non-recursive, i.e., that every requirement R(e) is satisfied, in the sense that 
either W, is finite, or R(e) is satisfied at some stage so W n W, # 0. 
Claim 3.22. If p(e)[s] stabilizes, then R(e) is satisfied. 
Proof. Assume that W, is infinite (otherwise there is nothing to prove). Consider a 
stage at which p(e)[s] = o( j - 1 )[s] has stabilized, and cr( j + l)[s] has also stabilized. 
Since cr( j + 1) will never be redefined, neither will C(i7( j)) = W [q for some q. Since 
W, is infinite, there is a further stage s at which there is an x E W,, 2e <x < s, x > q. 
Now, at this stage, if R(e) is not yet satisfied, x witnesses that d(e+ 1) can be injured. 
Therefore, according to the construction, a(j) will be redefined at this stage. However, 
we have chosen a stage past which c(j) will not be redefined; therefore R(e) must 
have been satisfied by this stage after all. 0 
Claim 3.23. Zf R(e) is not satis$ed, then p(i)[s] stabilizes for all i < e. 
Proof. Assume R(e) is not satisfied (in particular, W, is infinite), and show p(i)[s] 
stabilizes by induction on i. We know p(O) stabilizes. Assume p(i - 1) stabilizes, and 
show p(i) stabilizes, for i < e: Suppose not. Since every g(j) stabilizes, there is a stage 
at which, for some j > e, p(i - 1) c a(j) c p(i), and p(i - 1) and a(j) will never be 
redefined again. Since c(j) will never be redefined, neither will Z(?$j - 1)) = W [q 
for some q. As above, we can find a further stage at which there is x > q such 
that R(e) can be satisfied by x. But then this x witnesses that o(j) can be extended, 
and by the construction, if o(j) can be extended it will be redefined. Since we have 
chosen a stage past which a(j) will never be redefined, R(e) must have been satisfied 
after all. 0 
This completes the proof of the proposition: By the above claims, if b” is defined then 
every R(e) is satisfied, which guarantees that W is a non-recursive, r.e. set. We have 
already argued that W = C(b* ). 0 
3.2.4. $,, Subconstructions succeed 
Now we can easily prove Proposition 3.8. 
Proposition 3.8. (A) The &, subconstruction inside Rf above 71 never enumerates 71 
out of M. 
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(B) Suppose the following conditions for success for the I+!J~ subconstruction inside 
Rf above % are met: 
1. 71 is never enumerated out of M. 
2. No image (under f) of any node mentioned by the &, subconstruction is ever enu- 
merated out of M, except by the $,, subconstruction (or one of its subconstructions). 
3. Every step s of the $,, subconstruction is eventually carried out. 
Then for every branch b E [R.r] n [M] extending 7’t, either b computes a non- 
recursive r.e. set, or &n(b) is partial or recursive and there is a node 8~5 such 
that the level n + 1 construction inside Rf above 5 is a subconstruction of the $,, 
subconstruction ,for which the conditions for success are satis$ed. 
Proof. Part (A) was proven in Proposition 3.11 after the first definition of the $a 
subconstruction. For (B), let b E [Q] n [A41 extend 71. If b # b*, then by Propositions 
3.11 and 3.13 proven after the first and second definitions, tjn(b) is partial or recursive, 
and there is a node i? c b such that the level n + 1 construction inside Rf above 0 
is a subconstruction of the $,, subconstruction for which the conditions for success 
are satisfied. If b = 6*, then by Proposition 3.21 proven after the third definition, b 
computes the non-recursive r.e. set W. (We also, of course, use Proposition 3.21 to 
show the assumptions of Propositions 3.11 and 3.13 are satisfied.) 0 
3.3. Proof of the Main Theorem 
Essentially, our proof is already done. We merely perform the level 0 construction 
inside the full binary tree, considered as R[d (where Id is the identity function). More 
formally, define a recursive construction to produce the co-r.e. tree A4 as follows: 
Step 0: Define Zd(( )) = ( ). 
Step s + 1: Define Zd( cr) = o for all cr of length s + 1. Carry out step s of the level 0 
construction inside Rid above ( ). 
Now, let M be the co-r.e. tree produced by this construction. We have shown that 
this level 0 construction will never enumerate ( ) out of M; also, at each stage s, no 
terminal nodes are left in M[s]; so the tree M must be infinite, and [M] # 8. It is 
clear that the conditions for success for the level 0 construction inside Rtd above ( ) 
are satisfied. 
Now let b E [Ml. If b does not compute a non-recursive, r.e. set, we can prove by 
induction on n that for all n: 
1. If 0, is total, then b # 0,. 
2. Either $,,(b) =_T b or &(b) is partial or recursive. 
3. There are a node 77~ b and a splitting tree on M,R,, such that the conditions 
for success for the level n + 1 construction inside R, above ?? are satisfied, and 
8 E [R,]. 
This follows easily from Proposition 3.9 (provided the conditions for success for 
some level n construction are satisfied. the outcome for that level n construction is 
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also satisfied); condition (3) for n provides the hypothesis for the proposition applied 
to n-t 1. 
We have shown that for any branch b E [Ml, either 8 computes a non-recursive, r.e. 
set, and hence computes a real of minimal degree, or else b is not equal to any recursive 
real O,, and no real &(b) computable from b is of intermediate degree between b and 8, 
so that 5 itself is of minimal degree. Thus, every element of [M] computes a real of 
minimal degree. [M] is a non-empty L!y) class of reals, each of which Turing computes 
a real of minimal Turing degree. 
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